who we are
VR motion is a solution provider that specializes in technology development of VR panoramas. Merging elements of photography, creativity and technology is our approach to produce effective solutions VR panoramas.
We specialize in providing panoramic VR solutions in the field of tourism, government, educational, commercial or personal. In addition we offer customized solutions in accordance with the
needs of the users, so the value of these solutions can be used optimally.

virtual reality panorama
Virtual Reality (VR) Panorama, is an interactive way to observe photos or pictures in a wide
angle panorama. It is a full 360° seamless photo of an object that tells the whole surroundings in a
single frame. It is like when we stand at a certain spot and move our body in a full circle to see the
whole panorama.
The result of VR panorama is a multimedia preview that can be contained in website, Interactive CD
or a touch screen terminal. This preview will allow audience to grasp the actual and reality of the object,
complete in 360° perspective, with no biases or artificial effect. That is because this is a photo, not an
animation
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“On a typical day, more than 5 million people
are using the Internet to take virtual tours”
(Source: Pew Internet and American Life Project)
“Rich media or virtual tours generate 46 percent more sales (bookings) than still images”
(Source: DoubleClick)

statistics

40%

“360° Virtual tours reduce the amount of
wasted viewings by 40%”
(Source: Property Week)
“Properties complete with virtual tours are
clicked 10 times more than those that do not
offer the service”
(Source: Property Week)
“8/10 visitors to www.realtor.com will view a
listing with a virtual tour first”
(Source: Realtor)
“Viewers will spend 300% more time viewing a
listing with a virtual tour than one without”
(Source: Realtor)
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“A site with a 360° virtual tour and interactive media will receive 40% more views than a competitor’s site that is lacking media”
(Source: Pew Internet and American Life Project)
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“57 percent of leisure travelers and 46 percent of business
travelers called virtual tours on a hotel Web site a very desirable
feature”
(Source: Yesawich, Pepperdine, Brown & Russell and Yankelovich
Partners)
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co founder
Bimo Pakusadewa
VR photographer who has specialized in fashion
photography, product and landscape. As one of the pioneers of VR photography developments in Indonesia, Bimo
always been innovative in developing hard skills and soft
skill to obtain the optimal results of VR photography.

Andreas Rio
A designer who has specialized in user interface experience, web technology and multimedia. With the passion
of improving knowledge make him easy to adapt to the new
technology. VR panorama is a technology that combines
photography, multimedia, graphic design, and web technology, makes him as an appropriate expert to produce an
optimal VR panoramas.
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prospect

Hotel & Resort
These days, along with the IT development, most
business and customers rely on online facilities to meet
their needs. More customers book their travel and accommodation online, as well as hotels and travels agents promote their service through online facilities. The VR Panorama contained in hotels or travel agents’ websites will help
either customers or the service providers to experience an
almost real preview of the hotel rooms, restaurants, gardens, swimming pools, and other offered facilities. Therefore, customers will have a pre-experience of what they are
going to have, allowing non-expected worries.

Apartment & Real Estate

The VR Panorama contained in the website will allow
prospective buyers to see the actual and almost real view of
each room, function and facilities of the property for sale.
The VR Panorama can also be uploaded in the touch screen
kiosk or booth during the exhibitions to alternate brochures
and dummy models of the property (miniature). The Marketing Agents who active in direct selling can also rely on VR
Panorama files in their PDA (iPad, iPhone or laptop). Give
away CD with VR Panorama files of each spot of the property
will be more nailed to alternate brochures and flyers.
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prospect
Shopping Mall & Department Store
Apart from become part of the property’s profile, the VR Panorama files will facilitate and assist customers and visitors who are
not familiar with Mall’s directory. This facility can be provided in
a touch screen booth at the entrance, next to information counter,
atrium and every floor of the Mall or Shopping Center.

Bar, Cafe, Restaurant, Pub
The atmosphere, ambience, seating arrangements, capacity,
and facilities of the venue can be previewed through website by
customers. It is also unique to offer online booking system for customers along with allowing customers to pick their table that suits
their preferred view as seen in the VR Panorama.

Museum or Historical Building
The VR panorama files will allow online tour, maximize and
increase visitors, boost the promotion and support education for
children, enthusiasts, and public in general.
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prospect
University & School
Candidates of the annual intakes as well as their
parents can access the real visibility of the campus, including classrooms, library, sport center, student café, gardens,
and all other facilities of the university through university’s
website. This is very beneficial for international students
and remote-origin students.

Tourism Objects
Either Ministry of Tourism, Central Government, Local
Government, Tourism Management or Community Council
can promote their tourism objects, spots, and attractions in
their official websites, promotional CD, interactive or touch
screen kiosk at every Tourist Information Center that contain VR Panorama files. Not only attract more visitors and
travelers, the VR Panorama files will also help them in predefining their routes, schedules, and other options.
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services
We are helping you and your company to produce the VR Panorama files for promotion, presentation or other functions by undergoing the following steps :

VR Photo Shoots:
- We will come to your site and take photos of each object or spot
- Editing Process: tonal dan coloring.

Interactive Multimedia VR Development:
- Photo editing to suit VR Applications.
- Graphic Designing to suit its presentation, such as navigation sign and other multimedia elements.
- Action Script Development into navigation signs for interactive function purposes.

website

photo

editing

flash files

interactive cd
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output
The exclusive output deliverable will be as follows:

1. Exclusive interactive CD with your own corporate identity

your own corporate identity
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output
2. Flash-based web page that already visible in the browser

flash web page
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output
3. Flash format file (swf) to be used more flexibly

swf file format
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portfolio

the sunan hotel solo (interactive cd)
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portfolio

omahsinten solo (interactive cd)
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portfolio

arini syariah hotel (website)
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portfolio
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contact
VR motion Head Office:
Jl. Puspowarno 42 Panularan, Solo Indonesia
Bimo Pakusadewa (Co Founder) +62 815 670 6081
Andreas Rio (Co Founder) +62 812 297 1266
Arief Budianto (General Manager) +62 812 281 19393
Dwi Nugroho (Business Development Manager)+62 813 933 44099

Singapore Branch:
Revival Network
10 Anson Road, #26-04 International Plaza, Singapore 079903
Stephanus Titus Widjaja (Director) +65 9355 4952
Sebastian (Business Development Manager) +65 9107 2902

Bali Branch:
Jl. Bukit Sari no 27 Denpasar, Bali Indonesia
+62 361 412344
Sugeng Dwinanto +62 361 743 5870
Suselo Purwanto +62 812 298 4323

Jakarta Branch:
Apartemen Taman Rasuna 1704 G
Jl. HR Rasuna Said, Kuningan 12960, Jakarta Indonesia
Oick Armstrong +62 852 864 64585
Dian Amaranthy +62 817 493 2251
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contact
Bandung Branch:
Jl. Padasuka, Merpati Duta Residence A2/6 Bandung Indonesia
Rio M. Sagala +62 878 253 72122

Semarang Branch:
Jl. Puri Anjasmoro N5 No 10, Semarang Indonesia
Satri Lelono (Business Development Manager) +62 24 70151 1900

Solo Branch:
Jl. Fajar Indah III/8, Solo Indonesia
Tresno Widjaja +62 812 2800 5786
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